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AbstractThe current economic environment is characterized by the dependence of theorganization on information technology (IT). As in, this dependence on IT has given rise toconcerns about how to evaluate investment initiatives. This article focuses on thegeneric decision process from analysis and planning to evaluation post-implementation ofIT. Similarly, it aims to explore the level of applicability and feasibility of the theoriesand techniques relevant to investment decisions and evaluation of IT as observed inthe Tunisian companies.
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IntroductionFor decades, the role of informationtechnology (IT) in organizations has beenstressed in the InformationTechnology/Information System (IT/IS)literature. The last decade has witnessed agrowing flux of commercial operationscharacterized by an increased use of IT. Thetechnological transformation has equallyaffected the way firms manage theirbusinesses. Today, ITs are often perceivedas a competitive edge that strengthens thefirm’s capacity to stand againstenvironmental risks (Cotton and Bracefield,2000; Huerta and Sanchez, 1999; Lubbeand Remenvi, 1999). Increasing spendingon IT (Remenvi and Sherwood-Smith, 1999;El-Imad and Tang, 2001, Irani and Love,2002) and their risky use in organizationslead managers to be aware of theimportance of ITs for the survival of firmsand the realization of any competitive edge(Feeny and Ives, 1997).

Most studies confirm the major interest ofthe decision making process in investing inIT (Sharif and Irani, 1999; Farbey et al.,1999; Kettinger and Lee, 1995). Theadoption of ICT is often seen in theliterature of the field as essential, eventhough it is lengthy, costly, complex andrisky. Investment planning andcoordination task are therefore crucial forany results to be achieved.Yet, studies have shown that there is adifficulty in carrying out investmentprojects in IT. It is either related to theduration or to the budget fixed for theinvestment. For instance, in his studyconducted on 100 firms, Gordon (1999)found that only 37% of the sample firmshave accomplished their IT investmentproject in due time, and 42% have not gonebeyond the budget fixed for the investment.In a more recent study, El-Imad and Tang(2001) have shown that only 40% of the
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310 firms investigated were able to achievetheir investment project in ICT on time.As technology has become an integral partof a firm’s construct, the choice of theappropriate technology according to thebusiness requirements has become moreimportant than ever. Because investmentresults can have repercussions on the firm’sconception, on the work processes and onthe future economic prosperity, theinvestment decision remains one of themost important activities of firms (Dohertyand King, 2005).As a consequence, over time, the ability todetermine the value of IT with certitude hasled, to the development, by researchers, ofa great deal of theories, frameworks andtechniques related to the evaluation ofinvestments in IT/IS. With such diversity inthe methods that are available, investing inIT should become a less and less dauntingtask. However, the literature suggests thatonly a few of these methods are actuallyused. Hence, judicious decision taking andevaluation practice related to investing inIT are rarely really followed (Farbey et al.,1999; Lubbe and Remenyi, 1999).This research paper emphasizes the wholedecision making process, from analysis andplanning to post-implementationevaluation of IT. It also aims atinvestigating the applicability andfeasibility level of the theories andtechniques that are pertinent ininvestments in IT, and the evaluationdecisions, as observed in the Tunisianfirms.In the following part, we first present thedecision taking generic process that iscomposed of four steps, i.e. analysis andevaluation, evaluation of cost and benefits,selection, implementation and post-implementation evaluation. We thenpresent an evaluation of investments in ITthrough the evaluation approaches;namely, the economic approach, thestrategic approach, the analytic approachand the integrated approach. Ourconceptual model and research hypothesesfollow. Finally, we expose the researchfindings and their discussion.

The Generic Decision Making Process of
Investments in ITAs it will be discussed in this part, moststudies dealing with IT are centered on theevaluation of investments rather than onthe related decision making process.Decision taking is largely explored in thescience of decision approach. Hence, thereis only a limited number of studies thatspecifically investigate the procedures thatorganizations apply to the process ofdevelopment, evaluation, choice andmanagement of investment projects in IT.Consequently, the discussion of thedecision making process related toinvesting in IT is centered on a review ofthese studies.Farragher et al., (1999) suggest thatsophisticated decision taking requires astructured process. Relying on the eightsteps proposed for the investment systeminitially modeled by Gallenger (1980) andGordon and Pinches (1989), with otherdocumented methodologies (Czernick andQuint, 1992; Hogbin and Thomas, 1999; McKay et al., 2003), the decision makingprocess of investments in IT could besummed up in four distinct steps:1) Analysis and planning;2) Evaluation of costs and benefits;3) Selection and implementation;4) Post implementation evaluation.These steps are not necessarily sequential.In fact, Johansen et al., (1995) recommendthat certain steps be reiterated according tothe project’s complexity and nature, if thedecision making process is to be efficient.
Analysis and PlanningA literature review proves that mostresearch works dealing with investments inIT are only focused on evaluationtechniques and methods, rather than on thewhole decision making process, one step ofwhich being evaluation (Irani et al., 1998;Ballantine and Stray, 1999; Irani, 2002;Cronholm and Goldkuhl, 2003).
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Nevertheless, the majority of these studiesstate that analysis and planning must berigorously carried out before investmentdecision is taken.The literature related to strategic planningand development of IT has flourished sincethe early 1980s, with the development ofcomputer science. There is a benefit to bedrawn from the use of strategic IT to realizecompetitive advantages, increase marketshares, improve organization processes andincrease staff productivity (Banker andKauffman, 1991; Baker, 1995; Earl, 1989;Robson, 1997; Fidler and Rogerson, 1996).Khalifa et al. (2001) suggest that there aretwo important reasons behind a purchaseact and the replacement or the modificationof IT, these are the change of organizationalprocesses and the improvement oforganizational efficiency and effectiveness.Therefore, it would be reasonable tosuppose that most investments areperformed through a detailed study and aclear vision, and that benefits, such as thecompetitive edge or any other advantage,are well understood. Unfortunately, this israrely the case, as it has been indicated inmost studies.Hogbin and Thomas (1994, p.36 cited byWillcocks, 1996) state a few problems thatfirms face during analysis and planningactivities for investment decisions in IT:1) Planning is of little use in an investmentdecision in IT;2) There is a lack of clear procedureslinking the organizational planning andthe project evaluation activities;3) The choice of projects is carried outaccording to financial criteria ratherthan to the firm’s needs;4) There is no synchronization betweenthe organizational process and theplanning cycles of projects investing inIT.Nevertheless, the IT literature also refers tothe difficulties of planning and elaboratinga strategic orientation for investments inIT, so as to meet organizational

imperatives. On the one hand, the genuineintention to invest in IT might not alwaysbe recognized in advance (Bacon, 1994). Onthe other, the consequences of investmentsmade in IT are not always easy to predict(Clemons, 1991; Maritan, 2001).Relying on these notions, Robson (1997)equally asserts that when organizations arenot able to efficiently allocate resources toinvest in ITs, it is hard for them to acquireefficient ITs strategies. In fact, empiricalresults show that the benefits drawn fromIT are higher in organizations where ITstrategies meet organizational objectives,than in those where they do not (Tallon etal., 2000).Taking the discussion above into account, itis clear that analysis and planning arecrucial to the investment process.Farragher et al., (1999) propose a proactiveapproach to the selection of investments inIT. They start with a thorough analysis ofthe organizational strategies, whichcomprises the determination oforganizational advantages in terms ofmarket, products and services.Other researchers equally propose a seriesof « The Best Practices » including a deepimplication of the parties involved in theanalysis and planning activities (Agle et al.,1999; Berman et al., 1999; Whitley, 1999)and the adoption of an iterative approach indecision taking (Ramenvi and Sherwood-Smith, 1999). They think that the advantageof introducing the main parties concernedin the initial phase allows organizations totake investments into account in theiragendas rather than focusing on investmentcriteria. Apart from being participative,Farbey et al. (1999) add that, to beeffective, decision taking should also beiterative. More particularly, the practicalityof the investment should be evaluated ateach step of its life cycle.
Evaluation of the Cost and Benefits of
InvestmentsEvaluation is a crucial stage in the decisionmaking process, as far as the term“evaluation” is sometimes used in theliterature as a substitute referring to the
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whole decision making process.Academicians have pointed at theimportance of the evaluation ofinvestments for several decades (Gitmanand Forester 1977; Gallenger, 1980;Canada and White, 1980; Pinches, 1982).The continuous concern given to evaluationseems to be a logical consequence, with therising worry about the capacity of classicalevaluation techniques to determine the realvalue of an investment project in ITs(Farbey et al., 1999; Imi et al., 1998; Khalifaet al., 2001; Proctor and Canada, 1992).The aim of evaluation is to determinewhether the investment can meet thespecific needs identified in the analysis andplanning stage (Tallon et al., 2000), that isthe evaluation of financial impacts, of thepotential value of firms and of the risksinvolved. It is at this stage thatorganizations assess investments accordingto their strategic, financial and technicalobjectives, and compare them withavailable investment opportunities.However, while theoretically evaluationprovides organizations with an opportunityto measure the potential value ofinvestment initiatives in IT, studies haveshown that it often has negative effects as itis limited to budgetary constraints (Irani etal., 1998; Primrose, 1991; Farbey et al.,1999).Such an attitude often leads to anoccasional assessment of the informalevaluation process, and allows projectexecutives –who are totally engagedtoward the project’s success- to seekpotential advantages and reduce costs(Irani and Love, 2002; Irani et al., 1997;Nutt, 1999). It is often after implementationthat the realization appears as a goodinvestment, or as below expectations.To deal with these worries, severalevaluation approaches have beendeveloped through the years. Someresearchers, including Parker et al. (1998),Rayan and Harisson (2000), offer a morerefined classification of the benefits of ITs,these could be quantitative, almostquantitative, and qualitative. Nevertheless,most of the approaches cited in the

literature could simply be classified asquantitative and qualitative.
Investment Selection and ImplementationFollowing the evaluation stage in thedecision making process comes theselection and implementation of the projectthat corresponds to the evaluationoutcomes. Project selection is a relativelysimple process, as long as investment isable to meet the strategic, financial andtechnical objectives. However, all theseaspects may need more than what issatisfied by one investment project in IT.Therefore, the managers’ judgment is oftennecessary to determine the compromisesbetween objectives, values and stakes.Even when the investment opportunity isperceived as favorable, the project’ssuccess could still be more complex, seeingthe lack of certitude aroundimplementation deadline and quality. Someresearchers, such as Farbey et al., (1999),maintained that evaluation during theimplementation phase is important,because it allows detecting potentialproblems and provides a quality controlmechanism.Yet, the way evaluation is performed duringthe implementation process remains lessknown in the now available literature.Except the study of Farragher et al. (1999)which notes that 80% of the organizationsquestioned build action plans and appointproject executives to monitorimplementation.
Post Implementation EvaluationThe investment process does not stop withthe implementation of the IT project. Thepost-implementation review plays asignificant role in the set of investments inIT. Once a technology is implemented andput into work, the post implementationevaluation provides the management withan opportunity to make sure the project iscarried out as planned. The system allowschecking the impact of investments in IT interms of organizational value, and benefitsand costs. The impact of IT implementation
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is equally compared to original estimates,and any discrepancy is investigated. Thisevaluation process is performed in acontinuous way, until the organizationpresents some possible alternatives orreplacement options. Apart fromdetermining the performance degree of thepredictions realization system, postevaluation also makes the organizationallearning easier. Ramenvi and Sherwood-Smith (1999) suggest that evaluation beformative if firms want to draw lessonsabout the intrinsic difference betweenformative and summative evaluation. Onthe one hand, they think that summativeevaluation, which stresses the results andimpacts of evaluation, is not sufficient tohelp firms learn to better manage theirfuture investments. On the other hand,formative evaluation is not only limited tothe collection of statistics, but also concernsthe way the project is carried out and itsperformance. Besides, there is thepreoccupation with understanding thesubjective opinions of the parties involvedin the investment project in IT. Identifyingthese subjective worries and questionsraised by these parties allows organizationsto learn from past mistakes and missedopportunities (Ramenvi and Sherwood-Smith, 1999).Yet, previous studies have suggested thatdespite the importance of the post-implementation evaluation phase in thedecision making process, it remains one ofthe most neglected phases (Willocks andLester, 1997). More particularly, postimplementation evaluation is a crucialphase because it represents a way tocompare the expected benefits and therealized benefits. Patel and Irani (1999)assert that most decision takers hold thehypothesis according to which thenecessary information could be entirelyidentified and defined in advance.Consequently, the requirements of thesystem based on this hypothesis are takento be complete and accurate. However, theproject’s dynamism is often a source ofincertitude and change. Hence, theorientation of the objectives or thefunctionality of an implementation systemcould deviate of what was initially planned.That’s why, the post-implementation

evaluation is very important in determiningthe outcomes of an investment.Post evaluation also allows a significantlearning process concerning theorganizational performance resulting fromthe adoption of IT. Meyers et al. (1998)equally foresee that evaluation is essentialto an efficient management and to theimprovement of the functioning of theinformation system.Besides, the information generated by postevaluation is not only useful as a feedbackabout the implemented technology; it isalso used upstream to improve futureinvestment perspectives in IT (Farbey et al.,1999; Kumar, 1990). Therefore, we canconclude that post implementationevaluation of investments:1) is on the whole not performedextensively;2) is mainly summative;3) is conducted informally, rather as anexception than as a rule.It is clear that post implementationevaluation does not go beyond measuringtechnical efficiency to cover learning andthe effects of organizational change. Someresearchers think that post implementationevaluation was considered a justificationthat needs to be provided, rather than apositive action that would favor a betterunderstanding, a mastery of the project, thesatisfaction of users, and the managementof benefits (Farbey et al., 1999; Irani andLove, 2002). With these preoccupations, arising number of formative measures havebeen developed, aiming at a betterunderstanding and a more effectivemanagement of the benefits of IT.
Evaluation of Investments in ITThe notion of IT/IS evaluation is frequentlyused in an inaccurate way. Beforeimplementation, evaluation is the point atwhich the system’s potential value isexamined. During implementation,evaluation assesses the quality of theinvestment in IT. Once the project isimplemented, evaluation represents theperformances and the impact on
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organization (Farbey et al., 1999). In thisrespect, evaluation plays many roles thatextend from evaluating projects tocontrolling quality and managing benefitsduring the investment cycle.In the present literature, evaluation is oftenpointed at as a process allowing identifyingthe potential benefits of an investmentopportunity through quantitative orqualitative means (Ballantine and Stray,1999). Thus, some researchers (such asFarbey et al., 1999) state that this definitionof evaluation is much more centered on theevaluation of the project. Therefore,evaluation is often considered as ajustification process of the project. Ward etal., (1996) define evaluation and benefitmanagement as “The organization andmanagement process that allow thepotential benefits raised by the use of ITs tobe effectively realized.”Even though this little theoretical definitionaccounts for the role of evaluation in thedecision making process, the definition ofFarbey et al. (1999) of the evaluation of ITis more operational: “A process, or a set ofparallel processes, that take place atdifferent times or without interruption, toinvestigate and make clear, quantitativelyor qualitatively, all the impacts of an ITproject, and the program and strategy ofwhich it is part.”Consequently, the understanding of thedifferent evaluation approaches during theinvestment cycle allows firms to betterselect, control and measures theirinvestments in IT.In their study, Renkema and Berghout(1997) provide a thorough list of 65quantitative and qualitative techniquesused in the evaluation of investments inITs. Seeing the number of methodsavailable, choosing the appropriatemanagement technique or techniques hasbecome a real challenge (Patel and Irani,1999). With time, a number ofclassifications have been proposed toclassify the different methods of evaluation.The following paragraphs deal with some ofthe most representative classificationapproaches.

Robson (1997) conceived a classificationscheme that relies on the principle that theobjective of evaluation should be modifiedaccording to the objective of investment.For instance, if an investment is assessedaccording to its financial impact, techniquessuch as VAN and ROI are judged asadequate. On the other side, if aninvestment is evaluated according to itsstrategic impact, techniques such as successkey factors are more appropriate.Renkema and Berghout (1997) haveelaborated a system that is slightlydifferent. Their classification is centered onthe nature of evaluation techniques, ratherthan on the types of investments that arethe focus of Robson’s evaluation. Thus, theystate four basic evaluation approaches, oneis quantitative while the others three arequalitative:
• The financial approach (for instance,VAN, ROI, TRI)
• The multi-criteria approach (for instance,the information economy model)
• The ratios approach (for example, ROM,ROA, ROE)
• The portfolio approach (for example theBedell’s method)Irani et al., (1997), later adapted by Pateland Irani (1999) and Irani and Love (2002),have proposed an approach that takes intoconsideration both investment types andcharacteristics of evaluation techniques. Onthe whole, they identified 18 evaluationmethods and classified them into fourdistinct approaches:
• An economic approach (for example, DCF,ROI, and recovery period)
• A strategic approach (for example,competitive edge and CSF method)
• An analytical approach (for example, riskanalysis and value analysis)
• An integrated approach (for example, theinformation economy model andProspective Control Panel).
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Compared to the evaluation approachesidentified by Renkema and Berghout, thisclassification offers a better degree oforientation, to which techniques could beapplied according to investment types.With time, more researchers, such asGrover et al., (1998), have started toexplore the relation between types ofinvestments and the choice of evaluationtechniques.
Conceptual Model and Research
Hypothesis

Conceptual ModelThe literature review has revealed anumber of questions related to the presentresearch on the decisions to invest in ITs.Three major limitations have beenidentified: 1) Most research works tend tofocus on evaluation rather than on theprocess of decision taking in investment inIT; 2) present evaluation theories andtechniques presented by researchers andwhich are currently applied byorganizations are not clearly established;and 3) there is a lack of empirical proofsabout the reasons behind the use ofparticular evaluation techniques and theway they are applied in the organization’sspecific context.

The three limitations mentioned abovemake up the basis for the problem zonesthat this research will explore. Decisiontaking concerning investing in IT is oftenconsidered a structured process going fromanalysis and planning to evaluation andpost implementation management(Farragher et al., 1999). As the studystresses the exploration of the wholedecision making process, a theoreticalframework that is able to capture thecontent, process and context aspects ofevaluation seems appropriate. Theevaluation framework proposed bySerafeimidis and Smithson (1996 and1999) is a framework that successfullyidentifies the three aspects of decisiontaking in IT and the interdependenciesbetween them.The results of the evaluation of investmentsin IT, or the whole process of genericdecision taking depend on the interactionsbetween the evaluation context, thedecision making process and the decisiontaking criteria. Relying on the framework ofSerafeimidis and Smithson (1999), oursimplified conceptual model is presented asfollows:

IT inves tment
decision-making

context

Figure 1: The Proposed Conceptual Framework

IT investment decision-making process

IT investment decision-making content

Analysis and planning

Post-implementation evaluation

Project selection and implementation

Evaluation of costs and benefits
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Research HypothesesIn this study, several variables will beexamined according to their associationwith the process’s efficiency. These are thefollowing: the evaluation techniques used,the perceived efficiency of thesetechniques, the existence of formalprocedures for the higher stages ofinvestment decisions in ITs, and thedecision criteria used in this investment.The following paragraph will discuss thesevariables and the proposed hypotheses.As stated in the previous sections, theliterature has asserted that for investmentdecisions in IT to be taken conveniently,quantitative as well as qualitativeevaluation techniques should be includedin the evaluation (Pattel and Irani, 1998;Ballantine and Strong, 1999). Somequalitative factors, such as theimprovement of quality, are often hard toquantify directly and to express theirvalues explicitly. Consequently,quantitative methods stress financialmeasures and are not likely to identify thecosts and benefits relative to the adoptionof ITs. Besides, while the increasingimportance of non financial techniques isoften reported in the literature, there arestill questions about the use of thesetechniques for a better efficiency of thedecision making process. Therefore,hypotheses H1a to H1c are developed todeal with these questions.
H1a: The use of multiple evaluationtechniques is related to the efficacyof the adopted evaluationtechniques.
H1b: The use of multiple evaluationtechniques is related to the efficacyof the adopted decision makingprocess.
H1c: The perceived efficacy of theevaluation techniques is related tothe efficacy of the adopted decisionmaking process.Although the choice of appropriateevaluation techniques to evaluateinvestment in IT is important, the adoption

of IT also implies other actions, such ascomplex and systemic planning,coordination, measurement and monitoringof activities (Irani and Love, 2002; Sharifand Irani, 1999; Kettinger and Lee, 1995).However, the data in the literature suggestthat the scope of these activities seems tobe limited (Kumar, 1990; Hallikainena andNurmimaki, 2000). To determine whether adetailed decision making process, whichcomprises projects and postimplementation evaluation, has asignificant impact on the process’sefficiency, the following hypothesis isproposed:
H1d: The existence of a formal procedurefor the higher stages of the decisionmaking process of investments in ITis linked to the efficiency of thedecision making process adopted.Similar to the use of multiple evaluationtechniques, the use of multi criteriamethods during the evaluation ofinvestments in ITs has generally beenregarded by many authors as wished(Bacon, 1994).  As discussed in theprevious paragraphs, it is often better thatcriteria for investment decision bedeveloped to support the implicit andexplicit organizational objectives.Therefore, hypothesis H1e is developed tostudy the association of the decisioncriteria used and the efficiency of thedecision process adopted by organizations.
H1e: The use of several types of decisioncriteria is linked to the efficacy of thedecision making process adopted.In the preceding paragraphs researchhypotheses were developed to check therelation between the variables related tothe decision process and the decisioncontent of investments made in IT, and theefficiency of the decision process. Theobjective in the following paragraphs is toinvestigate the relation between thesevariables and the performance ofinvestments made in IT.The decision taking activities, criteria, andtechniques refer to five variablespreviously defined, which are: the
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evaluation techniques used, the efficiencyof the evaluation techniques used, theexistence of formal procedures for thehigher stages of the decision makingprocess, the efficiency of the global decisionmaking process and the decision criteriaused in investments in IT. The followingparagraphs will discuss these variables andthe proposed hypotheses.One of the most important criticismsdirected at the traditional evaluationmethods for investments in IT is theirincapacity to thoroughly appreciate theconsequences of the project’s benefits andcost. Researchers have called to put astronger emphasis on the use of noneconomic measures in order to get thecomplexity of the benefits and cost of IT.However, researchers in informationsystems wonder whether the improvementand development of new evaluationmethods have effectively led to theiradoption. A related question is to knowwhether the adoption of such evaluationtechniques has led to a better performanceof investments in IT. Answers to thesequestions are tested by the two followinghypotheses:
H2a: The use of multiple evaluationtechniques is linked to theperception of the best performanceof the implemented IT investments.
H2b: The efficacy of the adopted evaluationtechniques is linked to theperception of the best performanceof the implemented IT investments.It has been suggested in H1d that there maybe a possible relation between theexistence of a formal procedure for thehigher stages of the decision makingprocess in investments in ITs and theperceived efficiency of the adopted decisionmaking process. It has also been suggestedthat the existence of a formal procedure islinked to the implemented performancesystem. The reason is that a formal decisionmaking process, the structure, activitiesand responsibilities of which being welldefined, would provide the best investmentdecisions in ITs, and thus lead to thecreation of a more performing system.

Hence, the two following hypotheses aredeveloped:
H2c: The existence of a formal procedurefor the higher stages of the decisionmaking process in investments in ITis connected to the perception ofhigher performance of theimplemented IT investments.
H2d: The efficacy of the adopted decisionmaking process is linked to theperception of the best performanceof the implemented IT investments.Generally, the selection of the criteria forinvestment decision in IT often depends onthe objective of these IT. Yet, the benefits ofIT are not always explicit and some indirectbenefits could be possible following theadoption of IT. Therefore, it has beenproposed that, if all the investments in ITare different, then including the three typesof investments, that are strategic,informational and transactional, will lead toa better global performance of IT. Hence,reaching this objective requires the passingof the test of the following hypothesis:
H2e: The use of several types of decisioncriteria is linked to the perception ofthe best performance of theimplemented investments in IT.It is an established fact that the decisiontaker’s familiarity with the pertinenttheories and techniques to evaluateinvestments in IT often plays a key role inthe sophisticated decision taking ininvestments in IT (Bronner, 1982; Weil,1992; Nutt, 1997 and 1999; Thong, 1999;Lindgren and Wieland, 2000). However,what remains a great deal unknown, is theextent to which the decision taker’sfamiliarity refers to the process, contentand results of the decision to invest in IT.Do the decision takers who are deeplyfamiliar with the appropriate theories andtechniques introduce more sophisticatedmethods in their decision taking tasks? Dosuch decision takers perceive the decisionprocesses they adopt as more satisfyingthan those adopted by others who have alower degree of familiarity? The following
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hypotheses have been established toanswer these questions:
H3a: The decision maker’s familiarity withthe recent literature of investmentdecision making in IT is linked to theuse of multiple evaluationtechniques.
H3b: The decision maker’s familiarity withthe recent literature of investmentdecision making in IT is linked to theefficiency of the evaluationtechniques used.
H3c: The decision maker’s familiarity withthe recent literature of investmentdecision making in IT is linked to theexistence of a formal procedure forthe high stages of the decisionmaking process.
H3d: The decision maker’s familiarity withthe recent literature of investmentdecision making in IT is linked to theefficiency of the decision makingprocess adopted.
H3e: The decision maker’s familiarity withthe recent literature of investmentdecision making in IT is linked to theuse of several types of decisioncriteria.
H3f: The decision maker’s familiarity withthe recent literature of investmentdecision taking in IT is linked to theperformance of the implementedinvestments in IT.
Methodological Framework

Research SampleThe sample is made up of 33 Tunisianindustrial firms; a panel that allowsgeneralizing the results obtained. As amatter of fact, we have had to face theaversion of some firms to informationcommunication and of some others toparticipation to the study for lack of time or

interest. This lack of collaboration hasconstituted a major limit to the sample,which has been reduced to only 33respondents; that is, a 40% answer rate.
Data CollectionThis data collection mode is marked bythree steps. First, the initial construction ofthe questionnaire which comprises fivefundamental parts : the organization’sprofile, generalities on the decision makingprocess in IT investments in its planningand feasibility stages, its evaluation stage,its selection, implementation and postimplementation phases. Then, weperformed a pre-test, which is anindispensable step that is likely to improvethe questionnaire’s quality noticeably. Infact, this is a preliminary validation of thequestionnaire, before it is definitelysubmitted to respondents. Finally, we usedan inquiry method whereby thequestionnaire is sent via e-mail, auto-administered, or conducted face to face.
Measuring the Reliability of ScalesApart from being valid, the measurement ofa variable must be reliable in order to beuseful and to have a good output and stableresults (Stratman and Roth, 2002).Reliability is particularly important, as itevaluates the point to which a multiple-item scale is actually a measure of the sameconstruction. There are several statisticalmethods to determine the internalreliability of measurement items, the mostfrequently used one is the Cronbach alpha(Sedera and others, 2003a; Santos, 1999).The table below shows the reliability ofmeasuring scales. Some items have beenomitted from the original scale to improveits reliability. However, by using pre-tests,we made sure that the content’s validityhad not been threatened by the omission ofthese items (Stratman and Roth, 2002). Itcan be noticed that all the scales show asufficiently high reliability.
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Table 1: Scales of Measurement of the Variables and the Coherence of the Items

Analysis MethodTo analyze the results, we relied on thetechniques of descriptive statistics andinferential statistics. A looser significancelevel (α) of 0.05 was chosen to improve theglobal power of the hypotheses statisticalanalysis. Besides, to evaluate data,normality was no less a preliminarycondition to conduct inferential statisticalanalyses. For the statistical inferencetechniques, the study used the followingspecific method: the chi2 test, the Pearsoncorrelation coefficients (high correlation ifr = ± 0.5 to ± 1.0, average correlation if r = ±0.3 to ± 0.49, and low correlation if r = ± 0.1

to ± 0.29), multiple regression, the Kruskal-Wallis test, the Student (t-test) and theANOVA analysis.
Results and Discussion

ResultsThe existence of a relation between the twovariables in H1a has been tested in threesteps. For the first part of the hypothesistest, a series of t-tests has been performedbetween “valid technique” (V) and “nonvalid technique” (NV), for the four types ofevaluation techniques. Results arepresented in table (2).
Table 2: Technique Efficacy by Individual Evaluation Technique Type

Type of technique Technique Efficacy T p
(2-tailed)Frequency Mean Std. deviation

Economic VNV 302 3.392.90 0.6580.424 1.023 0.315
Strategic VNV 248 3.443.10 0.6700.555 1.298 0.204

Analytical VNV 275 3.393.16 0.6890.385 0.727 0.473
Integrated VNV 1616 3.533.18 0.6570.622 1.493 0.146

The second part of the test, the ANOVAanalysis, was used to compare the averagelevels of the techniques efficiency. It isbased on the number of types of evaluation
techniques that is considered valid by therespondent. Results are presented intable2.

Variables Many
dimensions

Type of scale Alpha of
Cronbach

Evaluation techniques 1 Scale of Likert with 5points 0.87
Technique efficacy 1 Scale of Likert with 5points 0.79
Decision criteria 1 Scale of Likert with 5points 0.79
Process formality 1 Dichotomic scale 0.82
Process efficacy 1 Scale of Likert with 5points 0.80
IT investment
performance

1 Scale of Likert with 5points 0.86
Decision maker’s
Familiarity

1 Scale of Likert with 5points 0.88
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Table 3: Technique Efficacy by Multiple Evaluation Technique Types

Number of types Technique Efficacy F p (2-tailed)
Frequency Average Std.

deviation
No Type 2 2.90 0.424 0.743 0.571

1 Type (economic) 3 3.33 0.306
2 Types 3 3.00 0.872
3 Types 8 3.28 0.709
4 Types 16 3.53 0.657In the third part of the test, we calculatedthe Pearson correlation coefficient for thenumber of any evaluation techniques usedand considered valid by the respondents.The Pearson correlation coefficient shows anon significant relation between the twovariables (r = 0.320, n = 32, p = 0.074,bilateral). The calculation of thedetermination coefficient (r2) equals 0.10,which shows that only 10% of thevariability in the efficiency of the adoptedevaluation techniques could be accountedfor by the use of multiple evaluation

techniques to assess investmentopportunities in IT.Hypothesis H1b has equally been tested,like H1a, in three steps. The results of the t-test are presented in table 3. Thus, we canconclude that organizations using strategic,analytical, or integrated evaluationtechniques have obtained a higher level oftechnique efficiency than those which didnot. These differences were not statisticallysignificant.
Table 4: Process Efficacy by Individual Evaluation Technique Type

The results of the ANOVA analysis (table 4)show that the additional use of strategic,analytical and integrated techniques ofeconomic evaluation generally increase the
efficiency level of the process. Nevertheless,on the whole, this difference was notstatistically significant.

Table 5: Process Efficacy by Multiple Evaluation Technique Types

Number of types Process Efficacy F p (2-tailed)
Frequency Mean Std. deviation

No Type 2 3.50 0.707 1.165 0.347
1 Type (economic) 3 3.00 0

2 Types 3 3.00 0.500
3 Types 8 3.25 1.035
4 Types 16 3.68 0.611

Type of technique Process Efficacy T p (2-tailed)
Frequency Mean Std.

deviation
Economic VNV 312 3.443.50 0.7390.707 -0.120 0.905
Strategic VNV 258 3.543.13 0.7760.443 1.429 0.163

Analytical VNV 285 3.483.20 0.7640.447 0.796 0.432
Integrated VNV 1716 3.683.19 0.6110.772 2.024 0.052
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The results of the bi-varied correlationshow a significant relation between the twovariables (r = 0.427, n = 33, p = 0.013,bilateral). The calculation of thedetermination coefficient r2 shows that18% of the variability in the process’sefficiency could be accounted for by the useof multiple evaluation techniques toevaluate investment opportunities in IT.The conclusion for H1b is that the use ofseveral types of evaluation techniques didnot produce a significant variation in theefficiency level of the decision makingprocess. Besides, the use of multipleevaluation techniques, whatever their typeis, leads to an important change in theprocess’s efficiency. Therefore, H1b is notconfirmed for the use of several types ofevaluation techniques, but is confirmed forthe use of several evaluation methods.The two preceding hypotheses have testedthe relations between the use of multipleevaluation techniques and the twoefficiency variables. Hypothesis H1cexplores the association between the twovariables that are dependent on H1a andH1b, i.e., the efficiency of the adoptedevaluation techniques and the efficiency ofthe decision making process. The results ofa bi-varied correlation have shown thatthere is a strong and significant relationbetween the two variables (r = 0.542, n =32, p = 0.001, bilateral). The calculated r2suggests that 29% of the variance of thedecision making process relative toinvestments in ITs could be explained bythe efficiency of the adopted evaluationtechniques. Hence, hypothesis H1c isupheld.Association between the two variables inH1d has been tested in two parts. First, two

groups of organizations have been definedaccording to the existence of a policy orformal procedure for each of the five stagesof the decision making process: planningand analysis, evaluation of cost and benefit,selection and implementation, postimplementation audit and benefitmanagement.It is then possible to compare the evolutionof the dependent variable between the twogroups. Second, five groups of respondentshave been defined as follows:
 Organizations having no formalprocedures for the five steps,
 Organizations having formal proceduresfor the first three out of five steps,
 Organizations having formal proceduresfor the last three out of five steps,
 Organizations having formal proceduresfor the two important steps that are preand post investment,
 Organizations having formal proceduresfor the five steps of decision taking.A series of t-tests has been performed inthe initial part of the test; findings arepresented in table 5. As indicated, theaverage of the process’s efficiency hasalways been, as expected, higher inorganizations where formal procedureshave been implemented. In particular,differences in the process’s efficiency arejudged as statistically significant betweenorganizations with and organizationswithout formal procedures for the analysis,selection and implementation stages.
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Table 6: Process Efficacy by the Existence of Individual IT Investment Stage

Decision Making Stage Process Efficacy T p
(2-tailed)Frequency Mean Std.

deviation
Planning and

analysis
E

NE
1815 3.693.13 0.6670.694 2.363 0.025

Evaluation E
NE

2112 3.623.13 0.6500.772 1.926 0.059
Selection and

implementation
E

NE
249 3.632.94 0.6120.808 2.605 0.014

Post audit E
NE

1815 3.613.23 0.6080.821 1.518 0.139
Benefit

management
E

NE
1419 3.683.26 0.6080.770 1.669 0.105

The calculated values of the Eta-squared(η2) for both stages have been respectively0.166 and 0.195, which suggests the widescope of the difference in the process’sefficiency. The ANOVA analysis has beenused in the test’s second part, to comparethe average levels of the process’sefficiency among the five groups ofrespondents. Results are presented in table6. They show that organizations havingformal procedures for the five stages of thedecision making process have scored the

highest average of the process’s efficiency,as expected. The size effect shows that31% of the process’s efficiency variancewas represented by the existence of formalevaluation procedures of the decisionmaking process. A Post-hoc analysis using aTukey HSD test revealed that the averagescore for group 1 is significantly differentfrom group 5 at the level of 0.036. All theother groups do not significantly differfrom each other.
Table 7: Process Efficacy by Process Formality

Stage of decision making Process Efficacy F p (2-
tailed)Frequency Mean Std.

deviation
No stage 7 2.93 0.932 3.14 0.030
Pre-investment and
implementation

6 3.67 0.683
Implementation and
post-investment

5 3.00 0.418
Pre and Post investment 5 3.25 0.354
All stages 10 3.68 0.568The conclusion for hypothesis H1d is thatthere were significant differences in theefficiency averages of the process’sefficiency, between organizations havingformal procedures and organizations nothaving any of them, for the planning andanalysis, and selection and implementationstages. Besides, the average scores of theprocess’s efficiency were significantlydifferent for organizations that did not haveany formal procedures and those that did

have some for the whole set of the fivestages of the decision making process.Consequently, hypothesis H1d is upheld.H1e hypothesis test comprised two parts.An ANOVA procedure was first used tocompare the average levels of the process’sefficiency of the seven groups ofrespondents. However, as no group hadused transactional decision criteria, group3 was omitted from the analysis.
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The results presented in table 8 reveal thatthere is no significant difference in the process’s efficiency, as observed betweenthe groups according to preference criteria.

Table 8: Process Efficacy by Evaluation Criteria Preference

Criteria Type Used Process Efficacy F p (2-
tailed)Frequency Mean Std.

deviation
Strategic only 2 3.00 0 0.382 0.857
Informational only 8 3.25 0.378
Strategic +
Informational

5 3.60 0.418
Strategic +
Transactional

2 3.75 1.061
Informational +
Transactional

3 3.33 0.577
All criteria 12 3.54 1.054In the test’s second part, a standardregression model was used to determine ifthe use of decision criteria of the threetypes is an important predictive factor indealing with efficiency. Table 9 displays theresults. They show that regression has notbeen well adjusted (r2 = 19%, r2adj =10.4%) and that global relation is not

significant (F (3.28) = 2.196, p= 0.111).Consequently, the conclusion is that the useof several types of decision for investmentin IT did not lead to a significant variationin the efficiency of the whole decisionmaking process. Hence, hypothesis H1E isnot confirmed.
Table 9: Standard Multiple Regression of Evaluation Criteria on Process Efficacy

Covariate F p r2 r2adjust T p (T)
Strategic criteria 2.196 0.111 0.19 0.104 1.365 0.183
Informational criteria 1.120 0.272
Transactional criteria 1.050 0.303Table 10 suggests that performance in thethree performance dimensions and in theglobal performance was constantly higher when other non economic evaluationtechniques were used. Such a variation isnot statically significant.
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Table 10: IT Investment Performance by Multiple Evaluation Technique Types

However, variation is significant in thedimension of the informationalperformance, at 0.052. All the other groupsdo not differ significantly from each other.Results presented in table 11 indicate that
positive and significant relations existbetween the variables of the test. Besides,the value of r2 suggests that the scope of theeffect of the independent variable was largeon the dependent variables.

Table 11: Correlation of Number of the Individual Evaluation Techniques Used and IT
Investment Performance

Dimension of performance out of TI R r2 p
Strategic (1) 0.462 0.213 0.005
Informational (2) 0.354 0.125 0.027
Transactional (3) 0.494 0.244 0.003
All (1) + (2) + (3) 0.636 0.404 0.001According to the results presented in table10 and 11, we can conclude that the use ofseveral types of evaluation techniques didnot result in a significant variation of theITs’ performance. Moreover, the use ofmultiple evaluation methods, whatevertheir type is, led to important differences in

the performance levels of IT in the threedimensions, as well as in the globalperformance of IT. Hence, hypothesis H2ais not confirmed for the use of severalevaluation techniques, but it is confirmedfor the use of several evaluation methodswhatever the type of the technique is.

Number of Types IT Investment Performance F p (2-
tailed)Frequency Mean Std.

deviation
Strategic performance
None and one group
(economic)

3 2.92 0.804 0.126 0.944
2 Groups 2 3.00 0.354
3 Groups 8 3.22 0.725
All 17 3.10 0.830
Informational performance
None and one group
(economic)

3 2.71 0.623 2.932 0.052
2 Groups 2 3.07 0.909
3 Groups 8 3.68 0.860
All 17 3.85 0.557
Transactional  performance
None and one group
(economic)

3 2.57 0.513 0.293 0.830
2 Groups 2 2.70 0.283
3 Groups 8 2.86 0.758
All 17 2.95 0.738
Total performance
None and one group
(economic)

3 2.73 0.635 1.401 0.265
2 Groups 2 2.92 0.091
3 Groups 8 3.25 0.477
All 17 3.30 0.485
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For hypothesis H2b, table 12 presents theresults of a bi-varied correlation betweenthe independent variables and the threeperformance dimensions in ITs, as well asthe global performance in IT. Results

presented in table 12 show that there aresignificant correlations between thevariables of the strategic and transactionalperformance and the global performance.
Table 12: Correlation of Technique Efficacy and IT Investment Performance

Dimension of performance out of TI R R2 p
Strategic (1) 0.592 0.350 0.001
Informational (2) 0.044 0.002 0.411
Transactional (3) 0.511 0.261 0.002
All (1) + (2) + (3) 0.550 0.303 0.001The calculated values of r2 indicate that theefficiency of the evaluation techniquesadopted accounted for 35% of the strategicperformance variance, for 26.1% of thetransactional performance variance, andfor 30.3% of the global performancevariance of the implemented  investmentsin ITs. It is concluded that hypothesis H2bis confirmed for the strategic, thetransactional and the global performance ofinvestments in IT.For hypothesis H2c, the results of the t-testare presented in table 13 which shows thatthe only significant variance in theperformance of IT exists in the strategicdimension between the organizationswhich have formal procedures for planning,

analysis, evaluation, selection andimplementation, and those which do nothave any (η2 is respectively of 0.309, 0.257,and of 0.185). It seems that meticulousplanning of pre-investment and evaluationactivities have allowed a better realizationof strategic benefits from IT. Theseactivities have not resulted in a majorimprovement of the informational ortransactional performance of IT. In terms ofglobal performance of investments in IT,the existence of a formal procedureconcerning IT selection andimplementation was judged as being theonly significant determinant (η2 = 0.146).It seems that the effect of a formal decisionmaking process in IT investment has beenlimited in scope.
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Table 13: Performance of the IT Investments and Formal Existence of Procedures

Decision Making Stage IT Investment Performance T p (2-
tailed)Frequency Mean Std.

deviation
Strategic performance
Planning and analysis ENE 1713 3.462.63 0.6790.572 3.542 0.001
Evaluation ENE 2010 3.372.58 0.6690.635 3.112 0.004
Selection and
implementation

ENE 228 3.302.58 0.6780.726 2.518 0.018

Post audit ENE 1713 3.183.00 0.6590.874 0.658 0.516
Benefit Management ENE 1319 3.373.26 0.6780.770 1.722 0.096
Informational performance
Planning and analysis ENE 1713 3.503.81 0.7230.743 -1.146 0.262
Evaluation ENE 2010 3.563.79 0.6820.853 -0.772 0.447
Selection and
implementation

ENE 22 8 3.743.36 0.6290.966 1.044 0.323
Post audit ENE 1713 3.773.46 0.6450.833 1.156 0.258
Benefit Management ENE 1317 3.683.61 0.6200.831 0.277 0.784
Transactional performance
Planning and analysis ENE 1713 3.072.62 0.7780.463 1.866 0.073
Evaluation ENE 2010 3.002.62 0.7360.533 1.449 0.158
Selection and
implementation

EE 228 2.922.75 0.7220.621 0.584 0.564
Post audit ENE 17 13 3.062.63 0.7710.496 1.742 0.092
Benefit Management ENE 1317 2.982.79 0.8630.535 0.767 0.449
Total performance
Planning and analysis ENE 1713 3.343.02 0.4870.465 1.847 0.075
Evaluation ENE 2010 3.312.99 0.4570.530 1.702 0.100
Selection and
implementation

ENE 228 3.322.90 0.4370.549 2.191 0.037
Post audit ENE 1713 3.343.03 0.4310.539 1.738 0.093
Benefit Management ENE 1317 3.343.10 0.5120.473 1.354 0.186

Results of the ANOVA analysis show nosignificant variation in the performance ofITs, in each of the three dimensions, nor in the global performance of IT among the fivegroups of respondents.
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Seeing these results, it is concluded thatthere is a significant variance of theperformance of investments in IT in thestrategic dimension, among organizationshaving a formal procedure for the planning,analysis, evaluation, selection andimplementation stages. However, there isno significant relation between theexistence of formal decision taking and theglobal performance of investments in IT.

The results of hypothesis H2d arepresented in table 14 which suggests thatthe efficiency of the process is stronglylinked to the performance of ITs in thethree dimensions, as well as to the globalperformance of investments in IT. Yet,value r2 for the informational performanceis weaker than the one for the otherdimensions of performance. Seeing theseresults, hypothesis H2d is confirmed.
Table 14: Correlation of Process Efficacy and IT Investment Performance

IT Performance Dimension R R2 pStrategic (1) 0.679 0.461 0.001Informational (2) 0.321 0.103 0.042Transactional (3) 0.581 0.338 0.002All (1) + (2) + (3) 0.740 0.548 0.001Table 15 displays the results of hypothesisH2e. Thus, the correlation coefficients showa strong and positive relation between theuse of each of the three types of decisioncriteria and the performance of IT in theirrespective dimensions. Besides, the use ofstrategic and transactional criteria hasconsiderably improved the global

performance of investments in IT, while theuse of informational criteria has a slightlysignificant effect of 0.054. In conclusion,there is a strong and significant relationbetween the use of each of the types ofevaluation criteria and the correspondingperformance dimension. Hypothesis H2e isconfirmed.
Table 15: Standard Multiple Regression of Evaluation Criteria on IT Investment

Performance

Covariate F p R2adjust β T p (T)
Strategic performance
Strategic criteria 10.590 0.0005 0.498 0.658 1.505 0.001
Informational
criteria

- 0 . 0 3 2 - 0 . 2 4 1 0.811
Transactional
criteria

0.157 1.084 0.288
Informational performance
Strategic criteria 18.403 0.0005 0.643 - 0 . 0 0 4 - 0 . 0 3 0 0.976
Informational
criteria

0.816 7.281 0.001
Transactional
criteria

0.096 0.786 0.439
Transactional performance
Strategic criteria 11.447 0.0005 0.519 0.038 0.268 0.791
Informational
criteria

- 0 . 2 3 5 - 1 . 8 0 6 0.082
Transactional
criteria

0.705 4.961 0.001
Total performance
Strategic criteria 9.342 0.0005 0.463 0.347 2.299 0.030
Informational
criteria

0.278 2.023 0.054
Transactional
criteria

0.453 3.016 0.006
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As mentioned in Table 16, the onlysignificant correlations were foundbetween the familiarity of the decisiontaker and on one part the use of economictechniques and on the other the use ofseveral evaluation methods, whatever thetype of evaluation technique. Value r2suggests that 22.1% of the variance of the

use of multiple evaluation methods, ofwhatever type, was accounted for by thefamiliarity of the decision taker. Hence,H3A is not confirmed for the use of severaltypes of evaluation techniques, butconfirmed for the use of several evaluationmethods regardless of the type.
Table 16: Correlation of Decision Makers’ Familiarity and Evaluation Techniques

Technique type R R2 p
By each type of technique
Economic 0.351 0.123 0.045
Strategic 0.145 0.021 0.422
Analytical 0.251 0.063 0.159
Integrated 0.180 0.032 0.316
By the number of the four types of techniques used
Total technique used by type 0.265 0.070 0.136
By the number of the methods evaluation used
Total method used per number 0.470 0.221 0.006For hypothesis H3b, the analysis of the b-varied correlation shows that there was nosignificant relation between the twovariables (r = 0.165, n = 32, p = 0.366,bilateral). The value of r2 suggests that theknowledge of the decision taker accountedfor 2.7% of the variance of the efficiency ofthe adopted evaluation techniques. Thus,hypothesis H3b is invalidated.

We can conclude from table 17 thathypothesis H3c is confirmed for the fivestages of the decision making process,except for the post audit stage. This impliesthat the higher the degree of familiarity, themore a formal procedure is followed bydecision takers in their investmentdecisions in IT. The procedure concernspre-investment planning, and themanagement of IT post-implementationactivities.
Table 17: Correlation of Decision Makers’ Familiarity and the Existence of Formal

Evaluation Procedure

Decision Making Stage R r2 pPlanning and analysis 0.473 0.224 0.005Evaluation 0.442 0.195 0.010Selection and implementation 0.463 0.214 0.007Post audit 0.302 0.091 0.088Benefit Management 0.402 0.162 0.021The relation between the decision taker’sfamiliarity and the process’s efficiency isinvestigated in hypothesis H3d. Theanalysis through a bi-varied correlationreveals that there was no significantrelation between the two variables (r =0.296, n = 33, p = 0.095, bilateral). Thevalue of R2 of 8.8% suggests that the effectof the decision taker’s familiarity on the

dependent variable was small. Hence,hypothesis H3d is invalidated. The resultsof table 18 suggest that there is a positiveand significant relation between theindependent variable and the use ofstrategic and transactional decision criteria.Hypothesis H3e is therefore confirmed forthe use of these two types of evaluationcriteria.
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Table 18: Correlation of Decision Makers’ Familiarity and Use of Evaluation Criteria

Decision criteria R r2 pStrategic criteria 0.647 0.419 0.001Informational criteria -0.295 0.087 0.095Transactional criteria 0.590 0.348 0.001It seems that a rise in the decision taker’sfamiliarity reduces the dependence on theuse of informational criteria. Rather thanfocusing on investments in IT aiming onlyat the management of information, decisiontakers are more familiar with theories andmethods to evaluate strategic investmentsoffering a long term value, andtransactional investments offeringquantifiable, organizational benefits.

According to table 19, we can conclude thatthe decision taker’s familiarity wassignificantly correlated with theperformance of investments in ITs, in thestrategic and transactional dimensions, aswell as with the global performance ofthese investments. Consequently,hypothesis H3f is confirmed for these twodimensions of performance, and for theglobal performance of investments in IT.
Table 19: Correlation of Decision Maker’s Familiarity and IT Investment Performance

Dimension of performance out of
TI

R r2 pStrategic (1) 0.525 0.276 0.003Informational (2) -0.137 0.019 0.470Transactional (3) 0.561 0.315 0.001All (1) + (2) + (3) -0.456 0.208 0.011
Discussion

Investments in ITs and Efficiency of the
Decision Making ProcessIn this paragraph, several variables andtheir relation with the process’s efficiencyhave been examined. These are:1) theevaluation the techniques used; 2) theefficiency of the adopted evaluationtechniques; 3) the existence of formalprocedures for the different stages of thedecision making process; 4) the decisioncriteria used for investments in ITs. Thefollowing paragraphs will investigate eachof these variables in turn.The collective results of the test ofhypotheses H1a and H1b suggest that theadoption of the four types of evaluationtechniques has improved the efficiency ofthe methods used and the global decisionmaking process. However, this effect is notstatistically significant. The variation in oneefficiency variable or the other is notsignificant among organizations whichconsidered that only the use of economicevaluation techniques is useful, as

compared with those which considered acombination of different types oftechniques to be a better alternative. Inother words, the adoption of several typesof evaluation techniques has little effect onthe identification of important costs andbenefits, or on the satisfaction level withthe global decision making process relatedto investments in IT.A possible explanation is that, although theuse of non- economic measures is generallyadmitted, their value is consideredsecondary compared to the value ofeconomic techniques. Thus, the othertechniques do not significantly improve thedecision making process related toinvestments in IT. The fact that four out ofthe five most widely used evaluationmethods are economic methods equallysupports this point of view. The analysisresults also show that there is a strong andsignificant association between theprocess’s formality and its efficiency. Thedifference in the process’s efficiency isparticularly important between firmshaving formal procedures for the highstages of the decision making process
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related to investments in IT, and those notis having any. It is equally demonstratedthat the process’s efficiency is more or lesshigher for organizations having formalrules for the analysis, planning, selectionand implementation stages, than for others.These results are expected, seeing the factthat planning and implementation of ITshould allow improving the decision’sresults and the quality of the systems thatare implemented. Besides, no significantvariation in the process’s efficiency hasbeen found either in the evaluation phasesof the costs and benefits or in the postimplementation phase. A probableexplanation is that if the systems aremainly implemented for commercial needs,then the pre-investment and post-implementation evaluations could not beconsidered as a requirement for asuccessful IT adoption.The selection of decision criteria and itsrelation with the process’s efficiency hasequally been examined. Analysis shows thatthe use of several types of decision criteriahas no significant effect on the satisfactionlevel of the decision taking results or theadopted decision making process. Althoughresults seem surprising, they are logical ifinvestments as well as their criteria aremeant to meet specific ends. The use ofadditional criteria cannot add a great valueto the decision making process, nor canthey lead to better decisions.
Investments in IT and Performance of
Investments in ITFive variables and their association withthe performance of investments in IT havebeen examined in this paragraph, namely:
 The evaluation techniques used ;
 The efficiency of the evaluationtechniques adopted;
 The existence of formal procedures forthe stages of the decision makingprocess;
 The decision criteria used forinvestments in IT;
 The efficiency of the global decisionmaking process.

The results of hypothesis H2a test suggestthat organizations which use several typesof evaluation techniques have not reached asignificantly high IT performance. Besides,the use of several individual evaluationmethods of whatever type resulted inimportant differences in the threedimensions of performance as well as in theglobal performance of IT. It has beensuggested that if an organization is able toadopt appropriate evaluation techniques toadapt to a particular evaluation context,then the benefits expected from theadoption of IT will be better realized.However, seeing the previous observationaccording to which there was a strongdependence on economic techniques, sucha conclusion is indicative of the value of thetraditional financial measures as well as ofa lack of applicability of alternativeevaluation methods.As for the efficiency of the evaluationtechniques adopted and the performance ofinvestments in IT, there exist strong andsignificant correlations with the strategicand transactional performance of IT. Theseconclusions are logical, as a betteridentification of costs and benefits of ITshould lead to more satisfyingperformances of IT. Moreover, a possiblereason for the absence of associationbetween the efficiency of techniques andthe informational dimension of the ITperformance could be the fact that theadoption of the system is often orientedtoward the acquisition of informationalbenefits. A satisfying performance isexpected in this dimension, regardless ofthe efficiency of the adopted evaluationmethods.The performance of IT does not dependsignificantly on the existence of a formalprocedure for the high stages of thedecision making process related toinvestments in ITs. The absence ofassociation is accounted for by twoprobable reasons:(1) The formal procedure of the decisionmaking process considered by theorganizations is not actually formallyestablished; and
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(2) the formal procedure of the decisionmaking process has not been followed.Concerning the process’s efficiency and theperformance of investments in IT, analyseshave stated a significant relation betweenthe two variables for the three dimensionsof performance of IT, as well as for theglobal performance of IT. It is reasonable toimprove the performance of theimplemented system. The decision criteriaused and their scope have influenced theperformance results of investments in IT. Ithas been determined that all three types ofdecision criteria were strongly andsignificantly correlated with theperformance of IT in their respectivedimension.Besides, the global performance of IT haschanged significantly with the use ofstrategic and transactional decision criteriato evaluate opportunities of investments inIT. It seems that if organizations tookmeasures to determine the strategicalignment between investmentopportunities and organizationalobjectives, the perceived performance ofthe implementation systems would behigher than that of organizations which didnot perform this alignment.Moreover, the tests of student haverevealed the existence of a substantialdifference between what was expected andwhat was realized in the performance of ITfor the transactional dimension. It seemsthat direct financial benefits made thanksto the adoption of technologies are notalways realizable. One reason for this couldbe the fact that although it is easy tosuggest benefits to be realized afterimplementation, it is more difficult toquantify these realizations in totalconfidence.
The Decision Maker’s Familiarity and
Investment Decisions in ITThe effects of the decision taker’sfamiliarity with the contemporaryliterature related to decision taking andevaluation on the different aspects of theinvestment process in IT have beeninvestigated in this paragraph. More

precisely, these different aspects are thefollowing:
 The choice of evaluation techniques;
 The efficiency of the evaluationtechniques adopted;
 The existence of formal procedures forthe stages of the decision makingprocess;
 The decision criteria used for investmentin IT;
 The efficiency of the global decisionmaking process; and
 The performance of the implemented IT.Concerning the choice of the evaluationtechniques, findings suggest that thedecision taker’s familiarity is positively andsignificantly associated only to theperceived economic value of the evaluationtechniques. These findings seem to refutethe opinion of several researchers whothink that the techniques of traditionalbudgeting are not satisfying and must notbe used alone in the orientation ofinvestments in IT (Post et al., 1995;Ezingeard et al., 1998).Besides, it has equally been determinedthat there is no significant relation betweenthe decision taker’s familiarity with therecent literature and the perceivedefficiency of the adopted evaluationtechniques. The fact that the decisiontaker’s knowledge is only significantlycorrelated with economic evaluationmethods accounts for the absence ofassociation between the two variables.Analyses show that there is a positive andsignificant correlation between the decisiontaker’s familiarity and the existence of aformal procedure for the four stages of thedecision making process, while theexistence of the post implementationevaluation phase is only significant at thelevel of 0.088. On the basis of theseobservations, it is reasonable to think thatdecision makers who were having a highdegree of familiarity with the recent
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developments in the field of theories ofdecision taking and evaluation of IT aremore likely to follow an official investmentprocess, in terms of pre- investment as wellas post implementation planning.As for the decision taker’s familiarity andthe process’s efficiency, results state nosignificant association between the twovariables. It seems that a strongerfamiliarity of the decision takers has littleimpact on the satisfaction level of eithervariable of the adopted decision process orthe results of the investment decision in IT.Consequently, it is here suggested that anincrease in the decision maker’s familiaritycannot –on its own- sufficiently improvethe existing practices in investments in ITs.Other factors, such as a change in theinternal policy of the organization and thetechnological environment, can equally benecessary.The test of the association between thedecision maker’s familiarity and the use ofdecision criteria to adopt IT reveals astrong and significant relation between thetwo variables for the use of strategic andtransactional decision criteria. Besides,correlation with the use of informationalcriteria has proved negative. Similar resultsare reached in relation with the decisiontaker’s familiarity and the performance ofinvestments in IT. In other words, thedecision taker’s familiarity correlatessignificantly with the strategic andtransactional performance of IT, whereasthere exists a negative correlation with theinformational performance of ITs. Resultsseem to suggest that a betterunderstanding of decision taking theoriesand evaluation techniques of IT could leadto better considerations of other types oftechnologies and systems, rather than toinvesting in those that are only likely toimprove information.
ConclusionThis paper presents a review of the currentpractices in investments in IT and thedecision making process. IT play a crucialrole in organization. They are implementedor used to support the strategic operationsof organizations, and are often relied on to

allow the firm to innovate. The adoption ofa judicious decision making process forinvestment in IT not only reduces optimismand prospects, but it also preventsexcessive pessimism and the risk of notdeveloping critical systems. Findings showthat the factors affecting the process’sefficiency, the use of multiple evaluationmethods (of whatever type), the efficiencyof the evaluation techniques, and theexistence of a formal procedure haveproved to be important variables.Nevertheless, the evaluation of IT has oftenbeen built on financial measures, and thevalue of the use of non-economic evaluationtechniques is limited in scope. Indeed, nosignificant relation is found between thevalue of the adoption of several types ofevaluation techniques and the efficiencyvariables of the techniques or the process.Moreover, while the existence of formalprocedures of planning andimplementation is significantly linked tothe process’s efficiency, no relation wasidentified for post investment activities. Itseems that this success has often beenmeasured through a successfulimplementation rather than through theeffective realization of benefits.As for the performance of the investmentsimplemented in IT, analyses have shownthat the use of multiple evaluation methods(of whatever type), the efficiency of thedecision making process, and the decisioncriteria used are important predictivefactors. Yet, the introduction of severaltypes of evaluation techniques and theexistence of formal stages has had nosignificant impact on the globalperformance of investments in IT. It isasserted that the absence of a formalinvestment methodology in IT anduniformity in applying this methodologycould be key factors that contribute to thislittle significant relation.The degree of the decision taker’sfamiliarity related to the decision makingprocess in IT, the content and the resultshave also been studied. It was determinedthat the decision taker’s familiarity has notbeen correlated in a significant way withthe perceived value of the use of non-economic evaluation methods, nor with any
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of the efficiency variables of the techniquesor the process. This continuous dependenceon financial methods raises new questionsconcerning the applicability and thefeasibility of theories and evaluationtechniques of decision taking that are nowavailable in the literature.Yet, research has shown that managerswere little concerned about their decisiontaking related to investments in IT.Therefore, a major proposition of thispaper is that the quality of a decision doesnot depend solely on the evaluationtechniques used, but equally on the qualityof the whole decision making processadopted. It is, thus, useful to examine theprocess adopted by organizations in theselection of investment opportunities in IT,rather than to focus only on decisioncriteria and evaluation techniques.
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